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Time to refer to the book of true-life historical tales. In this case, it's a corporate crisis that happened to Coca-Cola. It leads off our mini-theme with a pop; see page 11.

Is litigation turning into a world of which side has the best PR? Or at least puts the best face forward? Some might think so; check out page 17.
33  Covering the catastrophe
    It's a matter of insurance
    Carolyn H. Rosenberg and J. Andrew Moss

42  When the software becomes a nightmare
    Dealing with failed projects
    William H. Roetzelheim

51  How the outside can help the inside
    Corporate counsel can't do it all
    Greg Rogers

55  It's a question of what's binding
    A look at letters of intent
    Gregory Gosfield

Ah, yes. Sometimes business law has to get down to the nitty-gritty, no matter which road you take. This time, we're talking about deregistered securities, on page 61.

61  No easy way out?
    Periodic reports may be required for deregistered securities
    Jeffrey A. Blomberg and Jason R. Boyea
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